NEW CAliEDONIA:
SOME RECENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES
Jean-ChristopheGalipaud
New Caledoniaoccupiesa privileged position at the southernend of the Melanesianisland arc. This position
has enabledit to developits own culture over the millennia, partly influenced by contactsfrom the north as
well as the east.
Researchcarried out on the mainland of New Caledoniaover the last 15 years or so has enabledus to
identify the major stagesof settlementon the island andthe processesof cultural development.Nevertheless,
a number of points continue to be disputed, especially as the inventory of archaeologicalsites has not yet
been completed and the recent discovery of severalmore sites of the Kane period (3500 to 1800 B.P.)
indicates that there could still be surprisesin store.
The aim of this paper is not to draw an overall picture of the prehistory but rather to discuss the
circumstancessurroundinginitial settlementand the cultural developmentsthat subsequentlyoccurred,both
in New Caledoniaand in neighbouringcountriesin Melanesia.As two pottery traditions occur at nearly the
same time early in the chronology, the questionof their relation to eachother and the cultural significance
of their common appearancehas beenan important matter of debatefor many years(Frimigacci 1981,Green
and Mitchell 1983, Galipaud 1988, 199Ob,1992).This questionwill be further discussedhere,
In a later section,I shall review the changesand developmentsthat occurredjust before the disappearance
of Lapita pottery. The most significant dates of this period and information relating to the main sites are
contained in Tables 1 and 2.
LAPlTA

SITES

Lapita sites were describedearly in the history of New Caledonia(Piroutet 1917) and recognisedas such
quite early on (Lenormand1948,Avias 1949,Gifford andShutler 1956,Golson 1959-62).Most of the known
sites were surveyed or excavatedin the 1970s and 1980s by Jean-PierreMaitre and Daniel Frimigacci.
Unfortunately, the scarcity of publishedinformation, partly filled by the important review publishedby Green
and Mitchell in 1983,still makesit difEcult to evaluatethe full potential of those archaeologicalsites. I have
used the knowledge I gatheredwhile surveying and excavatingin New Caledonia during the last ten years
and information kindly provided by Daniel Frimigacci to compile this summary.
Table 1 shows the major known Lapita sites, some of which have been excavated. Only sites with a
significant number of dentate-stampedsherds(more than 20) have beenincluded. Several sites attributedto
the Lapita period by one authoror anotherhave beenrejectedbecauseof the lack of even minimal evidence
or the poverty of the a&factual assemblage.This does not necessarilyimply that these sites have been
wrongly attribute to the Lapita period, but only that they do not match the classical Lapita sites of New
Caledonia and thus might representa different featureof this period.
There are now eight important sites with Lapita pottery. They are located on the west and north coastsof
the main island, in the Loyalty group and, of course,on the Be des Pins. Sites formerly consideredto be
Lapita include those of Ilot Vert and Podtaneanwhere only single fragments of Lapita pottery have been
discovered.The Naia site presentsa problem in that thereis now no trace of the Lapita fragmentsthat were
presumedto have originated there or from neighbouringbays. It is clear that Smart found no Lapita pottery
apart from two sherds with a possible dentate design (Smart private correspondence11/07/1966to Jack
Golson, ANU Canberra)andthat he did not assignthe Ndia sitesto the Lapita tradition. Similarly, it has now
been establishedthat some of the fragments which Frimigacci believed were from the Ntia site (Frimigacci
~
1975: Plate l), in fact originated from the Vatcha site on Ile des Pins (E. Kasarherou,pers. comm.). Sand
I
/ ~~-~_and Ouetcho (1993) recently claimed that NaYaand Ongwe were to be consideredas Lapita, becauseof the
__._~.
discovery of a few dentate-stampedsherdsin the area.This recentdiscovery follows the above statedEnds
/by Smart and perhapsby Frimigacci. Togetherthey certainly suggestthat this areawas occupied during the
=ILapita period and that the Lapita infiuence was also presenthere,but the scarcity of dentatedesignsmeans
__----3 ithat Ndia or Ongwe cannotbe put in the same class as Koumac or Vatcha.
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TWLE 1
Sites ofthe Kon6 Period. New Caledonia
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In the Loyalty Islands, the Patho site at Mare, discovered in 1987, is situated between the Kurin and
Padewia sites explored by Frimigacci and Dubois. Recent work in the area (GalipaÚd and Semah 1992) shows
that there are indications of Lapita presence all along the coast, from Kurin to Patho, i.e., over a distance of
some 7 km.I have therefore given only one site number to this area for the time being. Further excavations
might indicate subdivisions.

In Lifou, I found a similar Lapita presence along Luecilla Bay. More recent surveys have shown that other
Lapita settlements may exist elsewhere in the same area (C. Sand, pers. comm.).
Because of recent discoveries, the previous map of Lapita settlement in New Caledonia &awn by Frimigacci
( 1980) has to be revised. Newly discovered sites do not always conform to the previously assumed locational
criteria for Lapita settlements (Frimigacci 1980). In particular it should be noted that the west coast is no
longer the only location of Lapita sites, although most sites do still occur there. There are no swamps or fresh
water in the Loyalty Islands and no reef passage in k a m a . However, a new common denominator emerges
among these sites: they are all exposed to the trade winds and sheltered from gales.
The Lapita-bearing horizons are found on fossil beaches formed during the warmer period which followed
the last marine transgression and is dated in New Caledonia to about 3200 B.P. At that time, relative sea level
on the western coast was 1 m above present. It dropped to -0.5 m around 2
B.P., and then rose gradually
to its current level (Baltzer 1970, 198223-32). These fluctuations in relative sea level are difficult to
determine precisely at the local level, but they probably had a fairly significant influence on the initial
selection of sites for occupation and, subsequently, on their preservation.
The lack of coastal plains and the local tectonic events that have affected the eastern coast at a relatively
recent period (Cabioch et al. 1989) help to explain why no prehistoric sites have been found there. Settlement
options on the east coast were severely limited and evidence of old occupation could well have k e n washed
away by later natural events. The discovery in 1987 of several paddle-impressed sherds at the back of a bay
in the Goro area, not very far from the Tiwi Rockshelter, suggests that remains of this occupation might be
preserved under layers eroded from the slopes.
The Patho site on Mare Island is the only well preserved Lapita deposit, apm perhaps from Nessadiou, for
which information is scarce. The Patho site is separated from the sea by an offshore sand bar several meees
high, which appears to have been formed after the abandonment of the site. This bar has sheltered the site
from later wave action and damage.
Ml Lapita sites (with the exception of Arama) include Podtanean pottery in the lower levels in direct
association with Lapita pottery. PodtanCan pottery is also found in places next to Lapita sites and in
neighbouring areas. It is thus difficult to study Lapita settlement patterns and strategies in New Caledonia
without taking into account the PodtanCan factor.

Many more sites are marked by PodtmCan pottery than by Lapita and they are found throughout New
Caledonia. They follow the same pattern of distribution as the Lapita sites, i.e., they are numerous along the
westerm coast, especially on the smaller islands (Konit", %lotVert, not Bailly), and occur less frequently
on the eastern coast. The only well preserved sites are those in rockshelters (Cap Bocage, TiwQ The only
island where no PodhnCan site is yet known is Buvea.
There is one major difference between PodtanCan and Lapita site distributions. Whereas no trace of %apita
has ever been found beyond the coastal zone9at least two Podtanem sites have been identified in small inland
valleys. These are the Bond6 site and the WKO 142 site at Kon6. though no dates are available for either
of these sites, the pottery samples collected clearly belong to the Konk phase. The distribution of Podtanean
style pottery shows that settlement strategies during the initial phase of coloPlisatian of New Caledonia were
more complex than was previously assumed.
Because similar pottery is found in Fiji, Wallis and New Caledonia, a regional origin has often been
proposed for paddle-impressed pottery. This does not take into account the wide distribution of
paddle-impressed ware in most of Southeast Asia and South China well before its appearance in Remote
Oceania. Although information about its possible occurrence in Near Oceania is still scarce, it could be
assumed that this pottery style had its origin in Southeast Asia rather than in Remote Oceania. Paddle
impressions are often difficult to recognise and are sometimes attributed to the fabrication process rather than
to a decorative techmique. The occurrence of paddle-impressed pottery in Near Oceania is already attested in
the Choiseul area at a somewhat later period and will certainly be further documented elsewhere in the region,
as the focus on plain or poorly decorated wares increases. One of the implications is that if the origin of
paddle-impressed decorated ware is somewhere to h e north, it should be possible to Wace its distributionfrom
its p i n t origin to New Caledonia. The lack of paddle impression in Vanuatu and its abundance in Fiji and
Futuna might suggest that its initial dispersal was through the Solomons and towards Western Polynesia
before reaching back to New Caledonia rather than through Vanuatu. Ho~eveí-,its seemingly late appearance
in Fiji contradicts this view.
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TABLE 2
Radiocarbon dates for sites of the Kon6 Period
Lab. No

CRA

Calibrated Age
Range BP (2sigma)

Site No

Beta-44650

324ort220
3165r180
28752115
2855r165
2855r95
283Oi50
28W350

4072 (3468) 2881
3829 (3385) 2887
3359 (2989) 2759
3399 (2961) 2710
3322 (2961) 2769
3104 (2947) 2849
3826 (2925-29142882) 2065
3259 (2875) 2739
3049 (2875) 2769
2999 (2859) 2759
2937 (2792) 2749
4148 (1752) 1340
2730 (2750) 2516
2935 (2748) 2349
2869 (2717) 2329
2779 (2714-2622261625622557) 2349
3369 (2468) 1626
2718 (2468) 2350
2729 (2315-22252213) 1880
2739 (2311-22312207) 1860
2359 (2297-22652156) 1930
2319 (2135) 1999
2339 (2050) 1820
2339 (2047) 1810
2110 (1985) 1877
2339 (1985) 1629
2749 (1832) 1070
2329 (1832) 1390
1979 (1827) 1621)
2139 (1804-1786
1760) 1400
1890 (1804-1786
1760) 1616
2329 (1729) 1290
2759 (1714) 798
1940 (1711) 1510
1940 (1695-165@
1632) 1400
1870 (1693-16541629) 1500
2339 (1607) 990

SGO O20
WPT o55
WBR O01
PIN 1
WPT 056
WBR O01
WKO 013

Nessadiou, Level 3
Level 4 (Smart, n.d.)
WOU 1)Naïa, oven
Nessadiou, Location D
Lapita sq. C1-2, D1-2

WBR O01
WBR O01
WBR O01
WBR O01
WBR O09
WBR O01
Lm 020
NKM O01
LMA O20

Nessadiou, Loc. F, base
Nessadiou, Loc.D, base
Nessadiou, Loc. E, base
Nessadiou, Loc. G, base
not Vert, LOC.E, base
Nessadiou, Loc. E, base
Patho, oven
Koumac, Loc.A,niveau 3
Patho, oven

WKO 013
WBR O09
WBR O09

Lapita, base
Ilot Vert, Loc. A,base
not Vert, Loc. K, sq. B1

SGO 020

Tiwi, Level 13, Loc. 1

NKM O01

Koumac,

NKM O01

Koumac, Loc. F, Level D
Koumac,Loc. E, Level 3
(TON 7), Naïa, Level II+
Koumac, Loc. F, Level B
Koumac, Loc. G, sq. D1
(site SO), Dowalwouc?
Arama, Loc. 5, (-0.55 cm)
Koumac, Loc.E, Level 2
Balabio, Loc. A, Level 2

ANU-%
UW-471
ANU-262
ANU-259
UW-652
M-341

ANU-4928
UW-651
ANU-6616
UW-364
Beta-50604

27901t120
27W-60
27-60
2710150
261Oi580
2 e 5 5
259Oi110
2515r130
25Mkt90

M-336
UW-767
ANU-4927

2435r350
2435r40
22301150

Beta-47955

22201160

UW-362

219Oi110

UW-747
UW-359
ANU-97
uw-746
UW-748
M-340
ANU-4920
UW-358
ANU-4926

21W-50
207Oi110
2065r110
2020145
2020i140
18801350
188&190
1870170
183Oi160

UW-558

1830155

UW-559
uw-553
UW-472
mu-98

18101230
1785k430
17801100
1745*117

UW-361

1740+85

M-333

1700+-3O0

UW-647
UW-654
UW-653

UW-648

NKM O01
WFT o55
NKM O01
NKM O01

EH1 050
NAR O98
NKM O01
NBL O02

Sample Context

Tiwi, Level 14, loc. 1
(Ton 7), Naïa, base of Level 1

Loc.E, Level 2

NKM O01
NKM O01
NKM O01
WBR O01
WPT 055

Koumac, Loc. A, Level 2
Koumac, Loc. A, Level 3
Nessadiou, Loc. A, Level 2
(TON 6), Naïa, base h v e l 1

NKM O01
WKO 014

Podtanh, base
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The dates obtained for sites of the Mon6 phase span the period from about 3400 to 1700 B.P.'
h indication of the age of initial human occupation in New Caledonia is given by the dates for level 14
at Tiwi (324Or220 B.P., BETA-$4650) and for layer I of site TON 7 at Ndia (3165d80 B.P., ANU-96).
These two dates come from different depositional contexts in the southern part of the main island. They date
layers associated with an occupation lacking Lapita pottery, but including PodtmCan paddle-impressedware.
The size of the two sites and the number of sherds suggest that the dates reflect an already well established
population rather than the faint tracks of a founding settlement. Earlier dates are still possible, as level 15 at
Tiwi, where Podtanean pottery still occurred, has not yet been dated.
The earliest date for pottery in New Caledonia does not exclude the possibility of earlier settlements, but
at this stage the evidence is inconclusive. As most of the early levels described, apm perhaps from Tiwi
levels 14 and 15, are in well settled sites, traces of an earlier founding population might still be discovered
but should not, in my view, be more than a few more hundred years older. Work being canied out on the
palynology of swamps on the south-westcoast (Semah pers. comm.) as well as new analysis of materid from
the tumuli (Frimigacci and Golson pers. comm., Golson, this volume) may help to resolve the question of
dating the early settlements over the next few years.
It should be noted that the known dating of this initial occupation corresponds to the end of the marine
transgression process during which the maximum relative sea level on the west coast is estimated to have
been 1 m above current levels (Baltzer 1970, 1982, Cabioch et al. 1989). Earlier coastal settlements would
have been buried below sea level or destroyed. One could thus expect to find evidence of early settlements
at the back of bays, under deepposits resulting from erosion on the slopes, rather than dong the coast, where
it would have disappeared.
The dating of the main Lapita sites appears to indicate that the earlier settlements are situated in the
southern part of the island, at Vatcha, NoumCa and Bourail. The dates for Koumac md ont2 are surprisingly
recent. The two dates from the Patho site are consistent with dates obtained from th
rthern part of the
island. This suggests that initial settlement took place in the south rather than the north. This assumption has
further implications for the origin and direction of the first settlement. They are discussed below.
The end of the KonC period
uch more difficult to date accumtely. The most recent dates come from
sites at Bourail-Nessadiou and
sherds in
mac. In these two sites, however, the presence of some
r gardening activities rather than primary deposition.
dy at this
the upper levels might be due
period there are sites with other forms of pttery (1745d 17 B.P.,
U-98, for pottery with handes at the
base of level I, site TON 6, Ndia Bay and 183&160 B.P., ANU-4926, for pottery of early Oundjo style in
level 2 of site NBL 002, Balabio Island.) The fact that no trace of either classic Lapita or Pdtanean pttery
has been found in these two sites suggests that at the beginning of the first millennium A.D., new cultural
influences were developing in the n o f i as well as the south of New Caledonia. The question of whether
Eapita pottery was still in use in some places at this time is difficult to answer. The accuracy with which
pottery can provide testimony of human behaviour and social changes is a factor which has to be taken into
account. Pottery might still be kept aside or collected in the village as a curiosity some time after its
disappearance from the economic scene and therefore, an uncertainty of 100 to 150 years is not surprising.
I have the feeling that the KonC period ended very early in the 1st century A.D., if not even before, but in
the lack of any objective proof it is reasonable, given the radiocarbon results cited above, to place it during
the 2nd century A.D.

The situation in New Caledonia, where Lapita and PodtanCan pottery afe contemporary, bears little
resemblance to what is generally known elsewhere in Melanesia and Western Polynesia. Paddle-impressed
wae is known to occur in Fiji and Wallis in relatively early contexts, but its relation to Lapita in these
islands is not clear and paddle impressions are generally considered to follow Eapita in the chronology (Hunt
1980, Davidsan at al. 1990, Sand 1992). The Q C C U I T ~ ~ Cof~ both forms of pottery under identical
circumstances at the beginning of the Kone peridd, and the somewhat wider distribution and larger number
of Podtanean sites, compared with Lapita sites, raise the question of the relationship between the res
producers of these forms of pottery.
According to Frimigacci (19811, the paddle-impressed ceramics a e primarily the trade-mark of a
technique that was imported into New Caledonia by Lapita antisans. This technique would then have been
taken up by other groups, to become a t ~ ~ d i t i oinnits own right. According to Green and Mitchell (1983:42),
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this contemporary technique, quite distinct from Lapita techniques, should be considered in a category of its
own. To illustrate the difference, they suggest calling it Podtan&n, after the site of that name (WKO 014)
at Kon6, close to the site of Lapita on the Fou6 Peninsula.
I opted to retain this name to typify this pottery technique, not because I necessarily support Green’s theory,
but because the location of the Podtan6an site is a good example of the spatial relationship that prevailed
between Lapita and paddle-impressed pottery during the Kon6 period: paddle impressions being always
intermixed with Lapita in Lapita sites as well as being present without Lapita some distance away.
By analysing the physico-chemical components of the two ceramic styles, I have endeavoured to understand
the implications of the occurrence of two pottery types within the same cultural context (Galipaud 1988,
1990a, 199Ob). Mineralogical analysis has shown that in the sites in the northern region of New Caledonia
these two types of pottery were of similar composition, often indeed indistinguishable, and characterised by
unusual minerals such as spinel. The fairly similar composition of Lapita and Podtanem pottery is confirmed,
again in the northern region, by the analysis of the clays. The results of the analysis of heavy minerals in the
clay showed that a very specific mineral, namely glaucophane, was present in the samples. This type of
mineral originates from high pressure metamorphism and only occurs along a very thin strip parallel to the
Diahot River (Paris 1981:181). Analysis of some clay samples taken from the Koumac and Kon6 Rivers
established that glaucophane does not occur in the clay deposits of this area. The occurrence of spinel and
glaucophane in both Lapita and Podtan6an pottery shows not only that the two pottery types were made with
similar clays and temper, but also that the Kon6 potters had a good knowledge of their environment, whether
coastal or not.
These analyses suggest, furthermore, the following considerations:
a)

b)

c)

Pottery sherds of the Konk period found in the northern sites were manufactured in the north. The
unique clay and temper used might indicate a specialised place of production for the entire region.
It is also likely that some pottery found on other sites originated in the north. This is indicated, for
example, by the presence of spinel at Patho in the Loyalty Islands.
Coral temper is certainly not the most abundant tempering material in this period. In view of the
existing dates for these sites, coral tempering may well have been the basic technique used at the
beginning, when only coastal resources were known, but it was replaced by other minerals that
produced better quality wares as soon as inland resources were discovered.
Whilst the Lapita and Podtanean wares may be different from a morphological or stylistic point of
view, they have one very specific pottery clay in common. It is unlikely to be due to technology
transfer. In some of the more representative samples, one could even assume that both forms of
pottery were made from the same source of clay, perhaps by the same people.

These observations strongly suggest that both pottery types belong to a single cultural tradition. The question
then is what could have been the role of each within the society. The differences between Lapita and
Podtanean are striking: Lapita vessels are of complex shape and form, carefully produced and elaborately
decorated with conventionalised designs. On the other hand, Podtanean pottery is of simple design, only
sometimes carinated, and decorated with impressions that appear to owe more to the method of production
than to any artistic bent. However, it is well fired and virtually water-proof, unlike the Lapita pottery, which
is very porous.
Given these characteristics, a hypothesis can be formulated that the Lapita pottery represented all that was
immutable, all that was sacred, whereas Podtankan pottery had a less specific, utilitarian purpose. The number
of Podtankan sites would seem to support this theory. In this case, Lapita sites would not represent a
settlement by a separate group, but the place where the symbol of a common cultural belief was accepted and
shared by several communities. Lapita and Podtan6an settlements would then represent different patterns of
a unique settlement, which could explain the common appearance of Lapita and Podtanem in some places
as well as the relative abundance of Podtankan in many locations without the Lapita component. On this
basis, it would be easier to explain the rapid development of Lapita pottery in New Caledonia and its
seemingly equally rapid disappearance during the 1st to 2nd century A.D.
Y

THE END OF LAPITA
In New Caledonia there is no real hiatus between the end of the Kon6 period and the ensuing Naïa and
Oundjo periods except for the purely Lapita sites which seem to be abandoned after this period and do not
show any sign of reoccupation before around loo0 B.P. However, a number of changes affected the island
at the beginning of the Christian era. The most pertinent was undoubtedly the disappearance of Lapita pottery.

This could have occurred in the first century of this era, virtually at the same time as in other Melanesian
and Western Polynesian islands. Podtankan pottery seems to undergo some evolution (developmentof incised
designs), which continued throughout the fEst part of the fist millennium A.D. in the southern part of the
island. In the northern part, however, paddle-impressed design disappeared soon after Eapita and continuity
is not attested in sites.
The disappearance of Lapita seems to be associated with geo-climatic changes. This is particularly
noticeable at the oumac site, but also in other sites along the west coast, such as Naïa and OngwC, or Tiwi
on the southeast ast. In location F at Koumac, the archaeological layers D and B were dated respectively
214&50 B.P. (W-747) and 202&45 B.P. (W-746). In location E ofthe same site, layer II4 (or D) is dated
207Ck110 (UW-359) and layer II (or B) 187&70 B.P. (UW-358).
The deposition of a sterile layer of sand between the archaeological layers D and B (III and II in location
E) was probably caused by a catastrophic event that led to the site being abando
and then resettled some
time later. The range provided by these dates suggests when this event occurred ssibly at the very end of
might have ended as
the last millennium B.C. The layer B (or II) occupation was of short duratio
abruptly as layer D (or III)as a result of sand deposition on top of this layer. The site was then abandoned
until the very recent period.
At the Ndia site, as at Ongwe, the base of the stratigraphy in the zone closest to the shore (site TON 6 )
contains layers of more recent date (1745r117 B.P., ANU-98, for the base of level 1) whereas
from the shore, older layers have been preserved mediately below the surface (2065+110 B.
for layer II+ in site TON 7). The lack of older de its near the shore attests the naturai events that affected
the coast line at this period. TON 6 may represent resettlement of the area after the abandonment of TOM
7.
Finally, at Tiwi, the basal layers consist of sediments eroded from the plateau. mese deposits cease at the
same time as the Podtanem pottery disappears, to be replaced by marine sediments brought in by the wind,
and many stones and rocks indicative of partial collapse of the shelter. These data, although still very sketchy,
suggest that the end of the Ron6 period was marked by very unusual climatic conditions which, while they
may not have caused the Kon6 culture to disappear, could well have required a rapid adaptation to a changing
environment. The archaeological data suggest that the later occupation in New Caledonia saw a rapid
extension of occupation towards the interior and the development of a more land oriented economy (Galipaud
1988). The changes in settlement locations as well as economy might be related to natural climatic and
environmental variations.
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In this paper I have tried to emphasise the main points a b u t the first millennium of occupation in New
Caledonia. W l e the proposed hypothesis might have h-ther implications outside New Caledonia, I have
limited the discussion to this island owing to the lack of detailed information from other islands where
paddle-impressed pottery occurs together with Eapita pottery.
The appearance of a paddle-impressed ware in true association with Eapita does not add much to the story
of the Lapita cultural complex except in expanding the list of artefacts associated with this complex. If,
however, the origin of paddle-impressed wares in Remote Oceania can be traced back to their SoutheastAsian
equivalents, it might shed new light on the possible origin of the Lapita complex as well as on the
colonisation $ails.
NOTE
1. In this list I have not taken into account the date of 4010k130 B.P. ( G A ) for the older layer (IV)at Váitcha obtained from
several shells of Placostylus sp. and deemed by Frimigacci himself (1981:115) to be Unreliable. He suggests an age for this
deposit of 1600 B.C., but gives no convincing grounds for this revision.
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